July 2
Alice: heys
Mark: hello =)
Alice: serge hasn't replied my text..
so..he might not be here?
lol..
shahanah just got off work so she'll be try to meet wiht us once she gets home
Mark: I know he said he was busy this week, so its possible =)
all right
working on the website in another window
I've got all the content up except the links to the informance videos, and am working on html
code for the whole
Alice: ah.
ah..
do you want me to sned you the youtube links here or email?
Mark: here is ok, I just need to know where the videos are to link them in the site =)
what I have thus far is here: http://www.sfu.ca/~mcl5/projects/sfu/2011/summer/iat333/
though I was thinking to use a blog tool instead - it would save time
still fiddling with the options =)
Alice: is there a index thing?
a blo thing should be ok
as long as it's professional looking
http://www.youtube.com/user/alicelc1988?feature=mhee
video channel
Mark: right now I just have the files there - in the final website I'll change it
I uploaded the cultural probe interview on thursday, its here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=uO9x5Ft3kHw
made it unsearchable to keep it as private as possible =)
thanks alice - got it =)
Alice: ahh..right! forgot about thatXD
the main task for next week's deliverables is the website..
and rough prototypes of our design?
Mark: lots of stuff actually, we need to make the site, 2 presentations (1min lec, 10min lab)
on the project so far, write reflections for each phase, decide what we will design and write a
justification, then and come up with some (rough) design prototypes.
1 sec, I'll add the stuff to the working doc
Alice: adding it now
lol
Mark: 1 step ahead =)
lol
thanks alice

Alice: np
Mark: updated the links up above
Alice: awesome
Mark: http://team55378008.blogspot.com/
it seems we can play with the css scripts
so we may be able to play with it
pdf's and other files would have to be on the sfu webspace though, we can't upload them to
blogger =(
Alice: yea..
that shouldn't be too bad
maybe include some "screenshots"
with the sfu download link
but have to change css to make it pro :P
lol
Mark: last project I did on blogger: http://team-recurse.blogspot.com/
not sure if that's the direction we want to take it in though
Alice: lets see
hm
not bad
Mark: its actually just one of the templates they have =)
Alice: yea..but it's a little too..blog-ish?
Mark: quite possible - any suggestions?
playing around with templates for the moment - who knows I might get lucky =)
Alice: hm..
if we are to use a template..we should modify it a bit
ol
that way, we won't be in an awkward position if a different team choses the same template
that said, i'm not very proficient with css :(
Mark: I'll play with it
making some fake posts in our blog so we can see how they will look
Alice: okays.
oh shit
we have to write stupid reflections...blhhah
Mark: we could always add you guys to the blog, and make the comments reflections
but you'd need a google account with your name declared
also, not sure if the reflections are personal or done as a team
Alice: i'm guessing team..?
oi..where's sha...:S
oh..are ou at schoo?
Alice has left.
Alice has opened the document.
Alice has left.
Alice has opened the document.
Alice: are you at shcool?

Shahanah has opened the document.
Shahanah: is the meeting still going on?
Mark: yep, we're still here
I'm playing with blogger to see if we could turn it into our website
and I put up all the docs I have thus far here: http://www.sfu.ca/~mcl5/projects/sfu/2011/
summer/iat333/
Alice: his shahanahsss
*hi
deliverables/tasks for this week have been added to "week 9" in table of contents
Shahanah: ok
Alice: the website task is pretty straightforward
putting everything in a central location
we'll have to experiment/come up with some ideas for our speak to me bottle idea
Shahanah: are we going with the speak to me bottle as a initial idea?
Alice: i think so
anna seems to like the idea
that we're developing one of our probe items :)
Shahanah: oh okay cool then
Alice: but there isn't really much we can..prototype for that?
since it's just a bottle?
Shahanah: yeah..
hm
Alice: unless we take that concept and change the way it's used?
like maybe use osmething else to share the ideas anonymously
Shahanah: yeah
im just super confused if they want us to develop an idea based on a group persona i guess, or
an individual one
Alice: and it'll make us different...
b/c most ppl are probabl going to be apps...news feed..blah blah
Shahanah: i think a lotta people are looking at individual prototyping
yeah
i dont see how else we can make it different than it already is, other than by digitalizing it some
how
unless...we add or take away some of its purpose somehow..not sure though
Alice: eya..
hm..
the bulletin board may be easier to prototype..
Shahanah: yeah
but its seems super generic..
like it can be aimed at any social space
that needs to be more organized
Alice: agreed.
hm.
Shahanah: alright well

may be we should look for some prescedents/inspirations
how we can develop the bottle idea
cause i think we have a intial idea for a prototype
which is the speak to me bottle
we just have to further develop it
with sketches etc.
i gotta head to bed soon though, i got get up at 330 for my shift
ill be online tomorrow and at school if we can meet
Alice: wow...early shiftttt
Shahanah: yeahhh
its been like that for the past couple of days..
ugh
burnt out by 9pm
Alice: aiyo :(
brutes...
lol
i cna meet online tomorrow
but yea, we should meet monday
Shahanah: brutes indeed!
lol
yeah i think we kind of have to meet monday..
unfortunately i can't meet tuesday i got work after my lab until 6
so ill be there all monday
i dont know if we have to document our ideas..
like brainstorming
but i still have our interview video..i can try to get stil pics off of that for the website
Mark: already uploaded the video - I'll include it =)
here is what the blog looks like as a start - any ideas on new looks? http://
team55378008.blogspot.com/
Alice: tuesdays arent' the best day for me either..so monday i guess is best?
either before 12:30..
or after 1:30?
i prob wont be free before 12:30 monday b/c of 312..:(
um.it's ok
@mark
lol
the black solid textbox isn't really pleasing
Shahanah: yeah
the border is a little strong
but looks good so far
Alice: is it possible ot make it a little translucent?
the white
Shahanah: lol the opacity?
hey i gotta go cause im falling asleep lol! so ill be on the doc tomorrow at some point in the

afternoon
i guess we'll just meet at 12:30 on monday than?
Alice: lol.
okaysss
12:30 is 312..
you going ot lecture?
Shahanah: i hope so
lol
oh
sorry
1:30
Alice: maybe after
yea
1:30ish
mark, you free then?
not sure about serge's schedule..eh :S
Shahanah: in the mean time..ill look around for ideas/inspirations we can look at
i thought mondays were good with everybody?
Mark: yeah I'm ok at 1:30 ish =)
monday is always good for me after 11:15
Shahanah: alright im gonna go
Alice: okays..night shahanah :)
Shahanah has left.
Mark: well, I did a blue version
still tweaking lol
Alice: hm..
i think th eprevious one was better
with the black background with diagonal line things
the blue seems a little.."flat"
ol
*maybe b/c it is? DUH alice..lol..
Mark: because there is less distinction between fore and backgrounds =)
not black and white, blue & white
I could go darker, it would "pop" more
Alice: ehh..
can the opacity of the white boxes be adjusted?
Mark: it can be if needed
just did an update in black
yay css access! I can tweak lots of stuff =)
layout is somewhat constrained though
Alice: lol.
what happened toe the original original bckground?
lol
with somewhat..textures?

lol
Mark: I can get it back - its just a pain =)
will take me about 15min
Alice: lol.
yea...
i think that adds something more to the website
Mark: so this is a black standin =)
Alice: currently..it isn't very..appealing :(
lol.
anywhoo..i got to go now
time to closeee
Mark: ok
I'll add the background then go home =)
Alice: lol.
thankss..
:)
have a good night
Alice has left.

